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1 Introduction

Terrorism has become a phenomenon of increasingly great concern to the world ever since its

observed transformation to overreach the boundary of a single country in the 1960s. Since that

time, in examining the development of terrorism, Alexander, et al. (1979) propose an approach

that combines three points of view. The traditional analytical method considers terrorism from

known capabilities to possible intentions. It focuses on several areas, including the increasingly

transnational aspects of terrorism, the groups and their capabilities, linkages, motivations, and

targets. The speculative prospective follows the opposite direction, beginning with optimum

terrorist targets before looking into future terrorist motivation, capabilities, and possible structure

of their groups. The third one is the crisis management viewpoint.

From the above approach, the authors conclude that “the roots of modern terrorism appear to lie

largely in the rising tide of student and radical unrest so evident in most nations of the world…

and the dissatisfaction with then extant political establishments.” The scope of terrorist group

activities broadened significantly in the late 1960s to across national boundaries, even very far

away from the terrorists’ homelands. These initially small but highly professional and disciplined

groups have quickly taken advantages of the mobility brought about by expanding international

transportation and communication system. The lack of an international agreement in the battle

against terrorism and the favorable conditions in the “safe-haven” states further allow terrorists to

develop their operations and increasingly diverse techniques. These include aircraft hijacking,

assassination, hostage, and (suicide) bombing. Their evolution has apparently been more and

more unpredictable with regard to the place, time, reason and objective of a terrorist event that

once happens often resembles a horror to the whole world.
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Since the 1980s, there is the increasingly scholarly consensus holds that the roots of lie in the

wider circumstances in which terrorists live and act (Cottee, 2015). This is “socially determined”

situation where deeper historical, economic, or cultural forces have a huge influence on the

individual. Bandura (2002) even conclude that under certain social conditions, even “ordinary

people can be led to do extraordinarily cruel things.” In other words, individuals would try to

reflect on their own possible shortcomings and vulnerabilities.
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2 Poverty, political freedom and terrorism

In order to partly answer the above problems, it is important to analyze the roots of terrorism

during its development. This paper will focus on poverty and political freedom as perceived two

important causes that contribute to this phenomenon. Before that, let us follow the above-

mentioned structure to better understand the relationship.

Terrorist capabilities

For both national and transnational terrorist groups, training through shared instruction is crucial

to their development and helps to hold together many of their elements. In a very real sense, these

terrorists studied with the same faculty and are graduates of the same academy where they learn

the basic skills, get familiar with the sophisticated organizational structure and practice. Besides,

the similarity in social, political, and philosophical backgrounds of these individuals also helps

them to better communicate among themselves. Then there is the gap between a terrorist group’s

desired capabilities and its actual skills and resources so that it can pursue the “mass disruption”

and “mass destruction.” This gap is not clear because tremendous expertise and large amounts of

material or manpower are not required and terrorists’ operational creativity is supported more by

our technological advances and rising reliance on sophisticated systems.

Terrorist motivation

Some of the most common motivational categories of terrorist groups are separatist, ethnocentric,

nationalistic, and revolutionary (US Army Training and Doctrine Command, 2007).
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Separatist terrorist groups search for the separation of existing entities through independence,

political autonomy, or religious freedom or domination in the name of social justice or equity,

anti-imperialism, as well as the resistance to conquest or occupation by a foreign power. This is

especially true in most notably, in the post-9/11 era and the 2003 US invasion of Iraq.

Ethnocentric terrorist groups are more activated by the idea of race as the defining characteristic

of a society and a basis of cohesion. Following this, their members act in the way that a particular

group is superior in the nature of its ethnic or racial characteristics.

Nationalistic and revolutionary terrorist groups aim to sustain their culture and interests and are

willing to defend them at all costs. They even envision to establish a new nation or to separate an

existing state to be a part of another nation that shares their perceived national identity, or to

overthrow an established order for a new political or social structure.

Terrorist targets

Alexander, et al. (1979) point out that most terrorist groups share the same general political goals:

to destroy a government, alter a policy or law, oust a foreign power or economically dominant

class. Such a change could have a direct impact on the nature and degree of terrorist violence,

assuming that a constituency acts as a moderating influence on the type, targets, and level of

violence in terrorist operations. Such may be the rationale for choosing facilities rather than

people as targets in certain instances.

Poverty has long been considered the cause of numerous serious global problems in the world,

including one of the most daunting challenges, terrorism. This is a widespread consensus among
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world political leaders, especially after the 11/9 event when it become more apparent that the

security of rich nations is more dependent on helping the poor than ever (Kahn and Weiner,

2002). Because economic uncertainty even implies a higher possibility of political coups or civil

fighting (Collier and Hoeffler, 2004; Kahn and Weiner, 2002), it also has a lot to do with

terrorism as a manifestation of political conflict (Abadie, 2004). Abadie (2004) also points out

that there is certain differences in the impact of economic variables on the determinants of

domestic and international terrorism.

The geographical and economic distribution of terrorist sources and targets is also a topic of great

concern to scholars who seek to track the roots and development of terrorism. Enders and Sandler

(2006), based on their empirical analysis of income transference, predict that attacks are to be

displaced from high-income countries to low-income countries when enhanced security measures

are put in place to make attacks more difficult and costly for terrorists to accomplish in the

formers. Cross-national studies of terrorism might help to examine the effect of national

economic conditions on terrorism base on both supply-side factors and demand-side factors. As a

result, Krueger and Laitin (2008) find that richer nations are more likely to be targets, while

politically repressed and poorer nations are often the sources of transnational terrorism.

This paper is based on the dataset on the intensity of country-level terrorist risk to study linkages

between terrorism and economic and political variables by Abadie (2004) and especially on the

analysis of “domestic” and “transnational” terrorism Bandyopadhyay and Younas (2011).

Table 1, provided by Bandyopadhyay and Younas (2011) from the data source by RAND-MIPT

Terrorism Incident Database (2008), present the overview picture of terrorist attacks in the world

between 1998 and 2007. There is a distinction between domestic and transnational terrorist

incidents and between the incidents for 24 OECD countries and 125 developing countries.
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Domestic terrorism accounts for a large number of total attacks in both groups of countries,

especially in the developing ones. Besides, there are two opposite trends in the annual number of

events in developing countries and the OECD. While there is a sharp rise in the total number of

terrorist attacks in developing countries during the period 2002-2006, the number for the OECD

countries tends to decrease. This can be the result of enforcement against terrorism in developed

countries.

The dependent variables (the number of total, domestic and transnational incidents of terrorism)

are explained by various independent variables, notably poverty (based on the data on country

income constant at 2000 USD by World Bank (2009); infant mortality rate to measure the extent

of deprivation and physical suffering; population density; “political freedom” from Freedom

House’s Political Rights Index (CIRI, 2009).

The “rule of law” index compiled by (Kaufmann, et al., 2008) is also included to control for

quality of institutions with scores ranging from −2.5 to 2.5 to show the strength of a legal system.

Ethnic, linguistic, and religious fractionalization has values range between 0 and 1 while

geographic variables is also examined.
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Because there are different types of terrorism, the regressions of total, domestic and transnational

terrorist incidents are estimated separately. The results are presented in table 2. Political freedom

has a significantly non-linear effect on domestic terrorism while both income and literacy are not

statistically significant. “Rule of law” even shows a significant negative relation. The

fractionalization variables (ethnic, linguistic, and religious) illustrate the greater likelihood of

domestic terrorism among ethnically diverse societies than among religiously fractionalized ones.

Political freedom does not greatly affect transnational terrorism. For transnational terrorism,

income is more significant.

As a robustness exercise, electoral self-determination variable is utilized as an alternative

measure of democracy. It further strengthens the above conclusion regarding political freedom.

Geographic landlock is used to address the endogeneity problems that might rise regarding

income and the result is that landlock affects terrorism only through its exogenous impact on

national income.
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3 Conclusion

The results in the regression model designed by Bandyopadhyay and Younas (2011) and (Abadie,

2004) show that there is a non-linear relationship between terrorism and political freedom but

only clear in domestic terrorism. Geography, fractionalization and “rule of law” are important

factors that determine the sources and potential of terrorist groups.

Source: Bandyopadhyay and Younas (2011)
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Source: Bandyopadhyay and Younas (2011)

Source: Bandyopadhyay and Younas (2011)
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